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Long-time JCM Distributor Change Italia Presented JCM Products at Enada Rimini Gaming Show
DÜSSELDORF, Germany (8 May 2018) – Change Italia has been representing JCM Global products throughout
Italy for more than 20 years, and recently the company showcased JCM products during Enada Rimini Gaming Show
to a very warm reception from attendees.
“Attendees at Enada Rimini were very impressed with JCM’s product line, because of the variety of products, the
high levels of security and customer convenience, and JCM’s reputation of customer service,” said Change Italia
CEO Manuel Pasquini.
JCM EMEA General Manager Payam Zadeh said, “We have enjoyed a warm and fruitful working relationship with
Change Italia, and we are very pleased the company is representing JCM’s product line the Italian marketplace.
Operators throughout Italy and across Europe trust JCM products to provide a perfect blend of security, speed, and
customer satisfaction, and our partnership with Change Italia underscores our commitment to the region.
Located in Canneto-Pavese, Change Italia sells a wide range of JCM products, including the Vega™ series, Taiko™
Pub, iPRO™, iPro-RC™, UBA™, EBA™-40, iVIZION®, and TBV™ bill validators; the RDM™ retail deposit module;
the GEN5™ printer; and other JCM solutions for business sectors including gaming, retail, and vending.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, retail, kiosk and gaming
industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers and integrators
on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground-breaking peripheral
transaction components. For more information, visit www.jcmglobal.com, and join JCM on Facebook, LinkedIn, and
Twitter.
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